A polynomial-time algorithm is presented for deciding bisimulation equivalence of so-called Basic Parallel Processes: multisets of elementary processes combined by a commutative parallel-composition operator.
Discussion
Consider a collection (actually a multiset) of \elementary processes," each of a nite number of di erent kinds. At any instant, one of the elementary processes may spontaneously perform one of a nite number of \actions," appropriate to its kind, and in so doing transform itself into a certain multiset (possibly empty) of new elementary processes. These multisets of elementary processes are called \processes." The set of possible transitions available to a process is conveniently described by a context-free grammar in Greibach normal form: the variable on the left of a production represents the elementary process about to undergo the transition, the variables on the right represent the new elementary processes into which it is transformed, and the sole terminal symbol represents the action. (Precise de nitions of these and subsequent notions are presented in Section 2.) The simple processes described above have been termed \Basic Parallel Processes" (BPP) in the literature. Two such processes are said to be \bisimilar" or \bisimulation equivalent" if, roughly, they may evolve together in such a way that whenever the rst process performs a certain action, the second process is able to respond by performing the same action, and vice versa. The notion of bisimulation equivalence was introduced by Park 13] as a notion of behavioural equivalence between concurrent systems, and has been intensively studied in the intervening years; see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12] for just some of the work in this area which is relevent to our present study. Bisimulation equivalence plays an important role in algebraic theories of concurrency, such as that of Milner 11] . Bisimulation equivalence in the context of BPP di ers from language equivalence of context-free grammars in two ways: (a) the former concerns multisets, and hence is commutative in some sense, whereas the latter concerns words and is noncommutative, and (b) the former is \on-line" or \reactive" and must hold at every step, whereas the latter only considers the end product (a word in the language). If it is possible from any process to reach the empty process through some sequence of transitions, we say the system is normed. Christensen, Hirshfeld, and Moller 2] have demonstrated that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for normed BPP. Since the state space (all multisets of elementary processes) is in nite, the issue of decidability is a real one. Indeed, the somewhat related question of language equivalence of context-free grammars has long been known to be undecidable 8], while the more closely related question of deciding \trace equivalence" for normed BPP was recently shown to be undecidable by Hirshfeld 6] . The time complexity of the decision procedure of Christensen et al. is not known to be bounded by any primitive recursive function. In this article we present (see Theorem 2) the rst polynomial-time algorithm for deciding bisimulation equivalence for normed BPP: indeed the rst decision procedure for this problem with any quanti ed time bound. More recently Christensen, Hirshfeld, and Moller 3] were able to prove decidability of this problem without the assumption that processes are normed. However, the algorithm we present here uses the notion of norm in an essential way, and there is no obvious way to adapt it to the general case. It is entirely possible that bisimulation equivalence for unrestricted BPP is decidable in polynomial time, but it seems that new ideas would be required to demonstrate this. The result presented here complements a recent result by the authors to the e ect that bisimulation equivalence for \normed BPA" is decidable in polynomial time 7] . Basic Process Algebra (BPA) is, roughly, the non-commutative analogue of BPP. Interestingly, di erent techniques seem to be necessary in the two cases. As with BPP, this problem remains decidable when the norm condition is dropped (see Christensen, H uttel and Stirling 4] ), but again no polynomial-time decision procedure is known.
Notation and basic facts
Let be a context-free grammar in Greibach normal form with variables V = fX 1 ; : : :; X n g and terminals A. 1 For reasons that will become apparent presently,
we sometimes refer to variables as (elementary) processes and terminals as actions.
Denote by Mon V the set of all monomials over the variable set V , i.e., all formal products of the form = X a 1 1 : : : X an n , where (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) 2 N n . Informally, a monomial corresponds to a process, which is a multiset of elementary processes. In the present context, the ordering of variables in the right-hand side of a production is not signi cant; thus each production may be expressed in the form X a ! , where X 2 V , a 2 A, and 2 Mon V . If a monomial contains variable X then the production X a ! may be applied to the monomial, and the result is the monomial 0 = =X. We express this state of a airs by writing a ! 0 : in the terminology of process algebra, the process makes a transition to process 0 by performing action a. Two processes and are bisimilar or bisimulation equivalent if there exists a bisimulation such that . The set of bisimulations is clearly closed under union, so there is a unique maximal bisimulation. Two processes are thus bisimilar if they are related in the maximal bisimulation. It is easily checked that the maximal bisimulation is a congruence relation. We may assume that every variable occurs on the left of some production, otherwise the variable is redundant and can simply be removed from all productions. If, for every variable X 2 V , the language of words generated from X via productions in is non-empty, we say that is normed. For 2 Mon V , de ne norm , the norm of , to be the length of a shortest sequence of transitions leading from to the empty monomial 1. 2 Note that if the grammar is normed then every variable X has nite norm. Without loss of generality we may assume that the variables are given in order of non-decreasing norm, so that norm X 1 < norm X 2 < < norm X n .
Our proof relies heavily on the fact that normed processes (i.e., processes with nite norm) are uniquely decomposable into prime processes. The following result was obtained (in a slightly more general setting) by Christensen, Hirshfeld, and Proof Suppose that the claim is false, and that and form a counterexample of smallest norm; 3 thus and yet (a 1 ; : : :; a r ) 6 = (b 1 ; : : :; b r ). Let j be the largest index such that a j 6 = b j . Without loss of generality, suppose a j > b j . We distinguish three cases. In each case, we show that process may perform a norm-reducing transition a ! 0 that cannot be matched by any transition a ! 0 with 0 0 (or vice versa with the roles of and reversed): a contradiction. Observe that, by minimality of the counterexample, if 0 and 0 are to be bisimilar then their prime decompositions must be identical.
Case I. If a k > 0 for some k < j, then let perform some norm-reducing transition via process P k . Process cannot match this transition, since it cannot increase the exponent b j without decreasing some exponent to the right of b j .
This contradicts minimality of the counterexample, and the assumption that and are bisimilar.
Case II. If a k > 0 for some k > j, then let perform a norm-reducing transition via process P k that maximises (after reduction into primes) the increase in the exponent a j . Again the process is unable to match this transition.
Case III. The monomial = P a j j is a prime power. Note that b k = 0 for all k > j by choice of j, and that a j 2 by the de nition of \prime." If b j > 0, let perform a norm-reducing transition via P j ; this transition cannot be matched by , since it would require the exponent a j to decrease by at least two. Finally, if b j = 0, then let perform a norm-reducing transition via P j ; this transition cannot be matched by , since is unable to increase the exponent b j .
The cases are inclusive, so the theorem is proved.
3 The decision procedure
De ne the size of monomial 2 Mon V to be the sum of the lengths of the binary encodings of the various exponents appearing in the monomial; the size of a production X a ! to be the length of the triple (X; a; ), encoded in binary; and the size of a context-free grammar to be the sum of the sizes of all the productions contained within it. Our aim is to prove the following.
Theorem 2 Suppose the set Mon V of processes is de ned by a normed, contextfree grammar in Greibach normal form. There is a polynomial-time (in the size of , , and ) algorithm to decide for arbitrary ; 2 Mon V .
To prepare for the description of the algorithm and the proof of the theorem, we require some de nitions and a few preparatory lemmas. To ensure a smooth development, the proofs of the lemmas are deferred to the end of the section.
Suppose R is any relation on Mon V . We say that a pair ( ; ) 2 (Mon V ) 2 Observe that a relation is a bisimulation if every pair ( ; ) with satises expansion in . Observe also that if R is an equivalence relation (respectively, congruence) then the relation \satis es (norm-reducing) expansion in R" is an equivalence relation (respectively, congruence).
De ne a unique decomposition base, D, to be a pair ( ; ?), where = (D) = fP 1 ; : : :; P r g V is a set of primes, and ? = ?(D) is a set of pairs (X; P x 1 1 : : :P xr r ), one for each non-prime elementary process X 2 V ? . The set ? may be viewed as specifying, for each non-prime process X, a decomposition of X into primes. 4 A unique decomposition base de nes an equivalence relation D The nal lemma allows us to \smooth out" an unmanageable congruence into a congruence de ned by a unique decomposition base.
Lemma 5 Let be a norm-preserving, polynomial-time computable congruence satisfying , where denotes maximal bisimulation. Then there is a decomposition base D, computable in polynomial time, such that D .
With Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 in place, the procedure for deciding bisimulation equivalence writes itself; in outline it goes as follows.
(1) Let the congruence be de ned by i norm = norm . Assume that there exists a unique decomposition base D i for Mon(fX 1 ; : : :; X i g) that satis es these properties. We wish to demonstrate that D i may be extended to a unique decomposition base D i+1 for Mon(fX 1 ; : : : ; X i+1 g) also satisfying conditions (a){(d) above; this involves nding, in polynomial time, a consistent decomposition for the variable X i+1 .
In outline the extension of the unique decomposition base is achieved as follows.
By condition (d) we know that there is at most one product P Let j be the largest index such that a j 6 = b j , and assume, without loss of generality, that a j > b j . We distinguish three cases:
Case II. If a k > 0 for some k > j, then let perform a norm-reducing transition via process P k that maximises the increase in the exponent a j . Again the process is unable to match this transition.
Case III. The monomial = P a j j is a power of a prime with respect to D i+1 .
Note that b k = 0 for all k > j by choice of j, and a j 2, otherwise, P j would not be prime with respect to D i+1 . If b j > 0, let perform a normreducing transition via P j ; this transition cannot be matched by , since it would require the exponent a j to decrease by at least two. Finally, if b j = 0, then let perform a norm-reducing transition via P j ; this transition cannot be matched by , since is unable to increase the exponent b j .
This completes the inductive step.
It only remains to show that the extension of D i to D i+1 may be computed in polynomial time. We need to investigate the possibility that X i+1 may be expressed as X i+1 P 
